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Battery Resourcers:
• 100% Reuse Rate
• Engineered Product
• Direct to Battery
• Reduced OPEX
• Lower Cost
• Lower GHG Emissions
Our Approach

100% Reuse Rate

- Shredding
- Dissolve
- New Active Materials
- Li-ion Batteries
- Mechanical Separation
Value Proposition

Starting with the end in mind:

Sustainable End-of-Life Solutions

Secure Supply Chain for Critical Energy Materials

Lowest Cost to Produce Cathode

Highest Revenue Generation per Ton Recycled
PILOT
Recycling 500kg/day

Accepting Requests for qualification trials:
NMC 622
- $d(50)$: 10-12μm
- $d(50)$: 5-6μm

NMC PLANT – 1kt/yr (21Q2) to >5kT (2024)
Contact

Joe Bush
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E: jbush@batteryresourcers.com
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www.BatteryResourcers.com